New Performance for the Private Office

WHAT’S NEEDED TO CREATE PRIVATE OFFICES THAT PERFORM AND SHIFT TO MEET REAL EXPECTATIONS AND NEEDS? TO IMPROVE THE WORK EXPERIENCE, SATISFY REAL ESTATE STRATEGY AND EMPOWER PEOPLE?

As we all know, the world is ever evolving – and with it, work. The spaces where people work must be designed to flex and accommodate changing needs and shifts across industries and levels. With that, the universal private office too must adapt to new ways of working, new preferences and new needs. From law to technology, to higher ed and C-suite, private offices are a mainstay and can play a significant role in performance, productivity and wellbeing for those using them. Many private offices need to be reimagined to reflect today’s workstyles and satisfy people’s expectations. It’s time for better performance from the private office.

This course seeks to examine the trends influencing how people work, and specifically, how that relates to user needs around private offices. Attendees will get brief exposure to human-centered design and other research, with heavy focus on the insights gained, key design principles and helpful space application examples across sectors, including legal.

Join us as we explore how to better design the private office we need now.